POINT OF SALE (POS)

BY RMS THE HOSPITALITY CLOUD
The all-in-one solution to improve efficiency and profitability of your business.
RMS ePOS provides you with fast, reliable, easy-to-use
software with the flexibility to grow as your business expands.

RMS ePOS is a dedicated point of sale solution. Your customers will experience faster and smoother
service and your staff will appreciate how simple it is to operate.
Catering for singlt-sites or multiple outlets, RMS ePOS puts you firmly in control of what happens at
your point of sale.
ALL-IN-ONE-SOLUTION
RMS ePOS helps properties manage their inventory and accounts, generate real-time sales reports
and simplifies customer interaction.
It automates any manual tasks, monitors stock movements, reduces theft and wastage and improves
customer service.
And all of this is integrated into the RMS or your Property Management Software.
The features of the system allows you to sutomates takes that previously had to be done manually,
monitor stock movements, reduce theft and wastage and improve customer service.
User Log: Each user is assigned a password to log into the application
Room Charging: Any point of sale outlet can charge back to a guest room at the touch of a button.
Reporting: There are over 150 reports - get an instant snapshpt of actual profitability from sales.
Save the most used reports to a favourites tab for instant access.
Table Reservations: Seat your venue to capacity and avoid over booking. Print off reservation list with
contact details for staff so seating can be arranged to suit.
Recipe costing: The receipe master will cost out the of an item based on the cost of raw ingredients
used to calculate cost price.
Bill Splitting: Not a problem with RMS EPOS - the bill can be spilt in a variety of ways.
MORE FEATURES
◊ Central database that updates prices and stock movements.
◊ Automated price adjustments for publiv holidat, happy hours etc.
◊ Authorised access for security control
◊ A staff log-on system that records hours and preformance

